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ALL DBTBDs WITH BLOCK SIZE FOUR EXIST 
Deborah J. Street and Jennifer Seberry 
ABSTRACT. A directed balanced incomplete blo~k design with parameters 
(v,b.r,k,A*), is a balanced incomplete block desi~n with parameters 
(v,b,r.k,2X*), io which the blocks are regarded as ordered k-tuples 
and in which each ordered pair of elements occurs in ,* blocks. By 
generalizing results of Hanani, we show that the necessary conditions for 
the existence of these designs, ~en k ~ 4. are sufficient. 
A directed balanced incomplete block design (DBIBD), with para-
meters (v,b,r,k,A*), is a balanced incomplete block design (BIBD), 
with parameters (v,b,r,k,2)'*), in which the blocks are regarded as 
ordered k-tuples and in which each ordered pair of elements occurs in 
),* blocks. Thus given the block (a,b,c,d) we will say the six 
ordered pairs (a,b),(a,c},(a,d),(b,c)(b,d), and (c,d) occur in it. 
These designs are, in fact, designs on a directed graph and as such have 
been studied by several authors (see Harary, Wallis and Heinrich [21 
and the references therein). 
When k ~ 3, Seberry and Skillicorn [3J have shown that the 
necessary conditions for the existence of a DBIBD are sufficient. In 
this paper, by generalizing results of Hanani flJ, we show that for 
k - 4 the necessary conditions are sufficient. 
A directed group divisible design (DGD) is a group divisible 
design (GD) in which each ordered pair formed from elements of different 
groups oc:curs in the same number of blocks (for the definition of a 
group divisible design see Hanani [lJ). 
The existence of a BIBD(v,b,r,k,A) implies the eXistence of a 
DBIBD(v,2b,2r,k,A). The directed design is obtained by writing each 
block of the BIBD twic:e - once in some order and once in the reverse 
order. The same is. of course, true for GD designs. 
As in Hanani [I1. B(k,),) is the set of all v such that a 
BIBD(v.b,r,k,~) exists, DB(k.).*) is the set of all v such that a 
DBIBD{v,b.r.k,A*) exists, GD(k,)"m} is the set of all v such that a 
UTILITAS MATHEMATlCA Vol. 18 (1980), pp. 27-34. 
CD[k,A,m:v] exists and DGD(k,A"';m) is the set of all v such that a 
DCD[k.A*.m;v] exists. 
As a consequence of the remarks above and the results in 
Hanani ill we have the following. 
(d. ll, Lemma 4.10]). 
{12,lS} c DCD(4,1*,3) 
LEMMA 2 (d. U, Lemma S.l1J) . If v - 1 or 4 (mod 12), then 
v , DB(4,1*) 
LEMMA 3 (cL f1, Lemma S.13J). If v - 0 or 1 (mod 4), then 
v • DB(4,3*) 
LEMMA 4 {cf. [1, Lemma 2.26J). If n ~ CD(S,l,R). mR+l c DB(k.A*) 
and mS c DCD(k,A*,m), then 
mnH ( DB(k,A*) . 
Proof· Let the points of the design he 
{l,2, ..• ,m} x {l.2, ...• n} U roo} ~ eX x y) U roo}. Using the elements of Y, 
construct a CD[S,l.R;nJ. For each group C of this design, 
lei ~ R and so we may construct a DBInD(mlcl+l,b,r.k.A*) 
on (X x C) u {oo}. For each block B of the CD, constJ:uct a 
DCD[k,A*.m;mIBIJ on X x B. 
We now prove several lemmas which are used to construct a few 
initial designs from which the existence of all others may be deduced. 
LEMMA 5 (~f. fl, Lemma 2.1lJ. 
DCD(k,A*,k-l) + 1 c DBCk, A*) . 
f''{'Gof. Adjoin a fixed additional point to each gJ:oup of the DeD design. 
Then the additional blocks are the groups with fixed additional point 





(d. iI, Lemma 2.16]). If n Ii: DB(K,A"') and mK c GD(k,A,m), 
mn " DGD(k,n*,m) • 
PI'oof· 






} to consttuct a 
DBIBD{n.b,r,k,A"'). For each block of this design use the groups in that 




the block. then elements from G
i 
appear before elements from G
j 
the GD(k,A,m). 
COROLLARY 6.1. If n c DB(K.A"') and (k-l)K+1 c B(k.l) then 
(k-1)n + 1 c DB(k,~"'). 
PI'oof· Use Lemmas 5 and 6, and Lemma 2.12 of Hanani [11. 
LEMMA 7 (cf. [1. Lemma 4.U. Let q be a pI'ime poweI', where 
q ~ 2f+l.f odd. Then q c DB(4,3"'). 
PI'oof· f where Lee C • {l.x r. x 
0 




~ xiC C. , 0 
of GF(q}* (the 
_ {i f+i) - x ,x , 
1n 
1n 
0 , 1 , f-I. We will consider these sets "' ordered 
foe <he pair {x 
f+i ,xi}. H i. then straightforward 
pairs. writing Di 
to check that the 







u DO (regarding these as 
ordered 4-tuples). 
LEMMA 8 (d. ll, Lemma 5.12]). If v_I (mod 3) then 
V f DB(4.1"') . 
Pr>ooJ. Let v = 3n+1. where n is a positive integer. By Hanani 
[1, L_x 5.9J, n , GD({4.5},l,M4) , where M' . {1.2 ••.•• 15,26,27}. 4 
By Lemmas 1 xnd 4 H suffices '0 show that 3Mi.+! '-- DB(4,l*). Foe 
n , Mi.. n - 0 oe 1 (mod 4) , <he result follows from Lemma 2; foe 
<he remaining values of 0 a solution ix given in Table 1. 
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LEMMA 9 (cf. [1, Lemma 5.14J). Fo~ eve~y integer v ~ 4, 
V E: DB(4,3~) 
Proof. By Hanani [1, Lemma 5.10J), it suffices to show that v E DB{4,3*) 
for all v ({4,5, •.. ,12,14,15,18,19,23,27L If v" 1 (mod 3) then 
Lemma 8 gives the result; if v" a or 1 (mod 4), then Lemma 3 
gives the result; for the remaining values of v a solution is given 
in Table II. 
THEOREM. Let ,\~ and 
and sufficient condition 
that 
v ? 4 be given positive integers. A necessary 
for the existence of a DBIBD(v,b,r,4,A~) is 
),~(v~l) _ 0 (mod 3) and ),~v(v~l) _ 0 (mod 6). 
Proof. That these conditions are necessary follows from the usual 
counting arguments for BIBDs. We need only consider values of ),* which 
are factors of 3, as if ),il),~ then DB(k,Ai) C DB{k,'\~). Thus we have 
the following cases: 
,. 
,. 1 3 
v_I (mod 3) 
all v. 




Table I . 
v DBIBD(v,b,r,4,ll<) 
7 Initial block (6,0,3,5) developed mod 7 (in DJ)· 
10 Form the residual of the (16,6,1*) constructed from 
the initial block (a,b,c,d,ab,cd). 
19 Initial blocks to be developed mod 19: 
(0,3,12,1); (13,1,5,0); (4,9,6,0). 
22 Use Corollary 6.1 and 7 E DB (4,1*) from above. 
31 Initial blocks to be developed mod 31: 
(0,1,8,11); (14,11,0,2); (7,13,5,0); (0,15,5,9); (1,17,0,13). 
34 Use Corollary 6.1 with n'" 11, K '" 5, A* ~ I, and k '" 4. 




Initial blocks to be developed mod 43: 
(1,0,6,36); (26,0,33,27); (35,0,13,38); (31,0,41,14); 
(3,0,22,18); (23,9,0,11); (39,19,0,28). 
46
b 
4 We show 5 " DGD(4,l*,]) and apply Lemma 5. Initial 
blocks to be developed mod (3;3,5): 
«0;0,0), (0;1,0), (1;2,2), (1:2,3»; «1:2,4),(0:1,0), 
(0:0,0), (1;2,1»; «0;2,1), (2;1,3), (1;2,0), (O;l,O»; 
«0;2,4), (0;1,0), (2;1,2), (1;2,0»; «0;2,0), (0;1,2), 
(2;2,1), (1;1,0»; «1;1,0), (0;2,0), (2;2,4), (0;1,3»; 
«0;0,1), (0;0,4), (0;1,3), (0:1,2)). 
79
a 
Initial blocks to be developed mod 79: 
(1,0,2],55); (18,0.42,19); (54,O,57,47); (8,0,45,26); 
(3,69,0,7): (6,0,59,14): (4,0,13,62); (29,0,15,]5); 








We show 81 E DGD(4,l*,3) and apply Lemma 5. Initial blocks 
to be developed mod (3;27): 
{(O;1),(O;2), (l;x), (l;ix»). 
2 2 2 2 
«1;2x +x+1), (l;x +2x+2) , (O;2x+2x+2), (O;x +X+l». 
2 2 2 2 «l;x +1), (1;2x +2), (O;x +ZX+2) , (O;2x +x+l». 
2 2 
«O;x +2), (O;2x +1), (1;2), (1;1», 
2 2 «0;2x), (O;x), (l;x ), (1;2x)), 
«(1;x 2+x+O, (1; 2x 2+2x+2). (O;x2+Zx+l), (0; 2x2 +x+2)). 
2 , 
«1;2x+2), (l;X+l), (O;2x +2), (O;x +1)), 
2 2 2 2 
«O;x +x+2). (O;2x +2x+1) , (1;2x +1). Cl:x +2», 
2 2 
«0;2x), (O;x), (l;X+Z), (1;2X+1», 
2 2 2 2 «(1;2x +x+2) , (O;x +2x) , O;x +2x+1) , (0;2x -h<». 





+x). (1;x2+.K+2), (O;2x 2+2x», 
2 2 {{O;2x+l}, (O;x+2), (I;2x +x). Cl;x +Zx». 
Found by William H. Wilson using a backtrack algorithm 
written in Pascal. 
We use the notation of Hanani LIJ except that the numbers 
are elements of the field instead of exponents of elements 




6 Blocks: (1,2,3,4); (5,3,2,1); (1,2,3,6); (1,2,4,5); 
(6,4,2,1); (6,5,2,1); (5,4,3,1); (6,4,3,1); (1,3,5,6); 
(1,4,5,6); (3,2,4,5); (6,2,3,5); (5,4,2,6); (6,5,4,3); 
(3,4,2,6) • 
11 Use Lemma 7. 
14 Initial blocks to be developed mod 13 Coo is a fixed 
element}: (0,1,3,9); (9,3,1,0); (0,1,3,9); (9,3,1,0); 
(l,O,3,9); (9,3,1,"'); ("',5,2,6). 
15 Initial blocks to be developed mod (3,5) : 
({1,1) , (1,4) , (2,2) , (2,3)) ; «2,3) , (2,2) , (1,4) , (1,1); 
((l,2), (1,3) , (2,1) , (2,4»; ((2,4) , (2,ll , (1,3) , (1,2» ; 
«0,0), (0,1) , (1,0) , (2,0»; «2,0), (1,0) , (0,0), (0,2)); 
«2,3), (1,1) , (1,4) , (2,2». 
18 Initial blocks to be developed mod 17 (00 is a fixed 
element): 
(1,4,13,16); (16,13,4,1); (3,5,12,14); (14,12,5,3); 
(2,8,9,15); (15,9,8,2); (6,11,10,7); ("',16,15,11); 
(9,10,13,00) . 
23 Use Lemma 7. 
27 Use Lemma 7. 
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